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Goals of our testbeam

• Overall performance of ‘large’ system of 32 TPX3 GridPixes
• NEW: with B-field of 1 T -> 

transverse diffusion 300 um -> 100  um/cm1/2

• NEW: momentum up to 5 GeV -> less mult. Scattering
• Study possible distortions with and without B field
• Investigate rate possibilities using the Concentrators
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Fig. 1. Aerial view of the DESY Campus at Hamburg-Bahrenfeld with the DESY II syn-
chrotron (blue) and the location of the test beam lines (red) in Hall 2. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Fig. 2. (Color online) View of a section of DESY II on the left side of the DESY tunnel,
the magnets on the right side are dipoles from the DESY III proton synchrotron.

The magnet system of DESY II consists of five circuits: the dipole
circuit, two quadrupole, and two sextupole circuits. All of the circuits
operate synchronously with a sinusoidally oscillating current with a fre-
quency of 12.5Hzwhich corresponds to a 80msmagnet cycle (Fig. 3). 24
horizontal and 24 vertical DC corrector coils allow orbit manipulation
at lower beam energies. The optical lattice is formed by 8 ù 3 FODO
cells. Two independent HF systems – each consisting of one klystron
and four 500MHz 7-cell PETRA-type cavities – can be operated either
individually in single mode or both together for reaching higher beam
energies.

The DESY II standard operation without an extraction stores a bunch
of electrons for two magnet cycles which defines the 160ms DESY II
cycle (Fig. 3): One bunch of about 1010 electrons or positrons is
injected on-axis at E

min
= 0.45GeV from the linear accelerator LINAC II

(LINear ACcelerator) via the small storage ring PIA (Positron Intensity
Accumulator) shortly after the time of minimal fields, and is accelerated
to typically E

max
= 6.3GeV, with a possible maximum of 7GeV. The

beam is typically stored for two magnet cycles or one DESY II cycle and
is dumped about 160ms after injection, just before the next injection
(Fig. 3). It is important to note, that the beam get accelerated twice to
the maximum energy of 6.3GeV with one deceleration to 0.45GeV in
between which causes beam losses for the second magnet cycle (Fig. 3).
The life-time at low energies is additionally affected by the number of
test beam targets in the primary beam (Section 3.1), and other machine
effects like the tunes and the HF settings.

Nowadays DESY II is the injector for PETRA III and the DESY II
beam can be completely extracted during the acceleration cycle. When

Fig. 3. The exclusive DESY II operation without beam extraction: A schematic of the
sinusoidal DESY II beam energy (left y-axis, black) and a typical scope picture of the
DESY II beam intensity monitor (right y-axis, gray). One 160ms DESY II cycle starts with
the injection of a bunch which is stored for two 80msmagnet cycles before being dumped.
The beam intensity of the second magnet cycle is expected to be smaller than the first due
to beam losses during traversing E

min
.

PETRA III runs in standard operation with the constant current or so-
called ‘‘top-up’’ mode, DESY II has to deliver beam every few minutes
(Fig. 24 in Section 7.1.1). When reaching the beam energy of 6.0GeV
within the first magnet cycle the beam is extracted and DESY II stays
empty until the next injection. Further and as a consequence, the DESY II
magnet circuits have to run continuously, consuming roughly 600 kW

electrical power. The DESY II HF power of about 400 kW for the default
operation is only switched on if beam has been requested by PETRA III
or the DESY II Test Beam Facility.

For the last several years, DESY II has been running in a com-
pletely automated operation mode without any manual actions by the
operators. Beam requests from all users of PETRA III and the DESY II
Test Beam Facility are detected to set all necessary parameters for the
requested operation mode. DESY II has an availability of close to 99%
during this operation.

3. Test beam generation

At the DESY II Test Beam Facility, the test beams are generated by a
double conversion instead of using a direct extraction of the primary
beam in DESY II. Initially bremsstrahlung photons are generated by
a fiber target positioned in the DESY II beam orbit. These photons
hit the secondary target generating electron/positron pairs. Depending
on the polarity and strength of the magnetic field of the following
dipole magnet, the test beam particles reaching the test beam areas
are electrons or positrons with a certain momentum. There are three
independent beam lines, called TB21, TB22 and TB24, named after the
positions of the primary targets located behind the quadrupoles QF21,
QF22 and QF24 respectively. A schematic view of the beam generation
and the three beam lines is shown in Fig. 4.

Before describing all individual elements of one beam line in detail,
an overview of the beam generation is given. The primary target is a
several �m thick fiber (Section 3.1) which can be positioned at the main
DESY II orbit in order to produce the highest rate of bremsstrahlung
photons. Since the fiber is fixed on the orbit it intercepts the beam
over the full DESY II magnet cycle (Section 2): photons are generated
by electrons from the injection energy of 0.45GeV up to full energy
of 6.3GeV (see Fig. 32 in Section 8). These bremsstrahlung photons
travel along an extraction beam pipe tangentially to the DESY II orbit
and then leave the DESY II vacuum through a 500 �m thick aluminum
exit window. They travel through the air for up to 22m and then hit
the secondary targets (Section 3.2), where electrons and positrons are
generated through the pair production process. A high vacuum beam
line starts right after the secondary target. The electrons and positrons
then pass through a dipole magnet (Section 3.3), which allows selection
of the particle flavor and momentum depending on the polarity and
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• Single bunch during 2 magnet cycles of 80 ms (12.5 Hz) = 160 ms ; then new bunch
• Circinference ring = 292.8 m (average radius 46.6m)
• Time of roundtrip of bunch  = 0.976 us
• Duty cycle @ 5 GeV is 26.7/80 = ~33%
• Duty cycle @ 1 GeV is 64.8/80 = ~ 81%30 May 2021 LEPCOL meeeting 3
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Fig. 25. Time structure and energy dependence of test beam particles within a DESY II cycle. (a) to (c): Exemplary test beam particle distributions within a 160ms DESY II cycle at
selected particle momenta of 2, 4 and 5GeV. (d): Momentum dependence of start and end times of test beam particles within a 160ms DESY II cycle.

(see Section 7.2.2). For example, test beam particles at 2GeV_c are
measured every 0.3ms or every 300 bunchcycles on average (Fig. 26d).

In addition, the distributions in Figs. 26a to c resolve the DESY II
cycle structure at time intervals between 20–80ms (Section 7.1.2),
and the PETRA III top-ups below 160ms which happened during this
measurement (Section 7.1.1).

From this distribution, the probability of multiple test beam particles
per bunch cycle can be directly estimated. The measured distribution of
particle intervals can be well described by assuming that the probability
for particles per bunch underlies a Poisson distribution

f (k; �)�
ke*�
k!

with k = bunch cycle and � =
�
max(bunch cycle) < 10

4
�*1 which is

the maximum bin content ignoring the DESY II cycle structure and
PETRA III top-ups described in the previous sections. For intervals below
the maximum the measured distributions are well described by time
intervals underlying this model which is depicted by the gray area in
Figs. 26a to c. As an example the probability for more than one particle
per bunch is �

model
= (6.08±0.36)�10*3 at 2GeV_c applying this estimate.

Measurements were performed by using the beam monitor system
as the trigger signal and using this as the trigger input for the AIDA
TLU (trigger logic unit). The time resolution of the measurement setup
is in the order of the bunch length of f*1

HF cavities
˘ 2 ns. Thus, a bunch

structure cannot be resolved by this measurement. Multiple measure-
ments were performed by selecting different particle momenta and each
measurement includes approx. 300 k trigger events. The time differences
of consecutive trigger signals representing consecutive particles were
determined by the corresponding timestamps of the 160MHz clock of the
TLU, and were used for calculating the distributions. The total counts of
each distribution were normalized to one.

7.2. Rate dependencies

The test beam rates measured in the individual beam areas depend
on the DESY II beam intensity (Section 7.2.1) and on the setting of each
beam line components like

• the magnet current and therefore the selected momentum (Sec-
tion 7.2.2),

• the primary target position (Section 7.2.3),
• the material and thickness of the secondary target (Section 7.2.4),
or

• the opening of the primary collimator (Section 7.2.5).

They are equally dependent on the measurement setup including active
areas, thresholds or on the position in the beam area. Thus, relative
rates are primarily presented in this section, in order to demonstrate
the influence of each component on the particle rate.

Since the rate strongly depends on the DESY II timing structure
(Section 7.1) and therefore on the time window of the measurement,
additionally all of the following results are based on effective rate mea-
surements integrated over 10 s excluding periods with PETRA III top-
up operations unless indicated otherwise. By counting the coincidence
signal of two scintillators the rate is calculated and normalized to the
corresponding value of the DESY II beam intensity in order to take into
account smaller fluctuations. For each individual setting, the effective
rate was measured three times in order to derive the mean and the RMS.

7.2.1. Rate dependence on the DESY II beam intensity
As already indicated in Section 7.1.1, the test beam rate strongly de-

pends on the DESY II beam intensity. Fig. 27 shows that the dependence
is nearly linear.

In this measurement, the bunch size, and therefore the DESY II beam
intensity, was varied by the different number of bunch accumulations
in PIA before the injection to DESY II (see Section 2). The test beam
rate was measured by using the first two telescope scintillators in
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Fig. 28. The test beam particle rate against the selected momentum for all three beam lines.

position scan the measurement provides a one-dimensional vertically
integrated beam profile. Due to expected fluctuations of the absolute
bunch position between different cycles the measurement indicates an
effective beam profile including all statistical uncertainties for the time
of the measurement date.

Fig. 29 shows the effective vertically integrated beam profiles at
the primary target positions of TB21, TB22 and TB24. The particle
rate was measured by using the beam monitor data from the machine
control system (Sections 4.1.2 and 4.3) and a test beam magnet current
corresponding 3GeV_c.

The effective horizontal beam width at these positions is defined
as two times of the Gaussian standard deviation after performing a
fit to the data. Statistical uncertainties are conservatively estimated
to be ±0.1mm since the RMS shows the same value in this interval
which indicates a normal distribution. For this measurement, this results
in the following effective horizontal beam widths of DESY II at the
corresponding primary target positions:

• for TB21: (1.80 ± 0.10)mm

• for TB22: (3.16 ± 0.10)mm

• for TB24: (3.72 ± 0.10)mm

In addition, each profile is normalized by the total integral of the TB21
profile which indicates the relative rate differences by the fiber target
position of the individual beam lines. The difference of the profile shape
or its Gaussian width is explained by the shape of the DESY II electron
bunch at the locations of the fiber targets: The bunch is broadened in
the horizontal direction after the fiber position of TB21.

7.2.4. Rate dependence on the secondary target
The conversion from GeV photons to leptons is dominated by the

electron–positron pair production in the nuclear field. The conversion
probability depends on the material which can be scaled by the radiation
lengthX

0
[24, e.g.]. Thus, the beam rate is higher for copper targets than

for aluminum ones (Fig. 30a and see Section 8.2).

Without any target inside the beam line the test beam particle are
generated by a 0.5mm thick aluminum window which is installed right
behind the primary target at the DESY II beam line. This explains the
non-zero rate with no secondary target inside the beam axis (Fig. 30a).
The saturation is mainly explained by scattering processes which in-
crease the radiation angle with thicker material. For this measurement,
the secondary target was varied by the possible selections for TB22 (see
Table 1).

7.2.5. Rate dependence on the primary collimator
The primary collimator (see Section 3.4) is the first beam line

component shaping the spatial test beam profile behind the magnet for
the momentum selection. The wider the opening in one direction is,
the higher the rate, and the saturation at a wide opening indicates the
shape of the test beam profile (Fig. 30b). For this measurement, the
opening of the first collimator at TB22 was symmetrically varied in all
four directions from 0 to 15mm (Section 3.4).

7.3. Particle momentum

The particle momentum is set by the user via the corresponding
current in the test beam magnet (Section 3.3). Detailed knowledge of
the particle momentum and spread is essential for the analysis of the
test beam data. In this section measurements of the particle momentum
without using the information from the test beam magnet are shown.

7.3.1. Calibration
The verification of the momentum calibration for TB21 was per-

formed both in 2013 and in 2016 [25,26]. Measurements were per-
formed to investigate the momentum spread and its spatial dependence.

For this measurement, the Big Red Magnet in TB21 (Section 6.1) was
used as a spectrometer magnet, deflecting the particles dependent on
their momentum. The DATURA beam telescope (Section 6.3) was split
into two sets of three sensor planes each, one measuring the particle
angle in front of and one behind the magnet. With this technique, the
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Particle flux per cm2 (measured in T24 etc)

• At 1 GeV: 2.5-3 kHz
• At 2 GeV: 4 kHz
• At 5 GeV: ~ 400 Hz

• Probably lower in T24/1
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Detector and beam telescope

• 4 TPX3 chips perpendicular to beam; 8 TPX3 along beam direction
• Total length including gaps inside the quad: ~158 mm; width = 56 mm
• Sagitta at B=1 T: R [m] = p [GeV]/(0.3 B[T])

• P=5 GeV: R = 16.67 m -> sagitta = 0.187 mm (3 pixels); will be hard to measure with diffusion 
between ~100 um to ~ 200 um at full drift

• P=1 GeV: R = 3.333 m -> sagitta = 0.934 mm (17 pixels!)

• Beam telescope: 2 x 3 planes of MAPS CMOS pixel chip: 
• Pixel pitch 18.4 x 18.4 um; 1152 columns x 576 rows -> 21.2 mm x 10.6 mm
• Point reconstruction resolution of ~3-5 um! Will give much better sagitta precision
• Zero-suppressed data stream w. intergration time of 115.2 us (rolling shutter) = 118 bunchXs

• Common trigger via TLU to TPX3 data streams and telescope stream
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How much data do we hope to take?

• T2K gas gives about 100 hits/cm tracklength 
-> 1 track = 8 chips x 14 mm x 100 hits = ~1120 hits/track 
• @5 GeV: ~100 Hz -> 112 khits/s
• For 1 M tracks takes 104 secs = 2.8 hours -> 104 x 112 khits x 8 bytes = 9 GB

so ~100 runs on 1 TB tape/disc (i.e. 280 hours; one TB disc would be enough)
Peter measured 100 MB of noise data in 1000s => 1 GB in run of 104 s  (10%)

• @2 GeV: ~4 kHz -> 1000 s run gives 4 M tracks = 36 GB (noise 0.1 GB)
so ~27 runs/tape (i.e. 1 tape per shift of 8 hours)
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Measurement plan (1)

1. Initially without B field:
a) Search alignment with beam of beam-telescope and measure beam profile. 

We might need TWO positions of beam w.r.t. telescope; can be done by 
displacement of whole magnet setup

b) Define optimal position of detector w.r.t. telescope given limited movement 
of QUADs detector w.r.t. telescope (40 mm??)

c) Take few runs at different x and 1-2 z positions  to allow fast pre-analysis to 
check things
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Measurement plan (2); precision measurements

• With magnetic field 1 T at p = 5 GeV:
1. How many x points needed at (probably 2 positions inside telescope)?
2. How many z points (we need several if we want to distinguish “our own” E-

field distortions and the extra magnetic field distortions)?
3. Measurements at slight angle in x-y plane w.r.t. beam to scan the chip 

borders (both outside borders and inner borders)
4. Few (at least one!) measurement(s) with whole setup rotated in hor. Plane 

(gives tracks with hits at different drift distance; pedagogical seeing effect of 
diffusion; at high rate e.g. at p = 2 GeV would be nice to see if any difference 
in daq rate capability with hits arriving at (slightly different times)

• Without magnetic field at p = 5 GeV: 
• (part of same) program as above
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Measurement plan (3); high rate measurements at ~ 2 GeV
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